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Why? 
•  Goal: Use text mining and automated 

reasoning to help research in sciences 
•  The particular domain area we have 

focused on: Molecular Biology 



Questions of our interest –  
at a high level 

•  Semantic Search of documents 
•  Explain (a set of) observations; make a 

diagnosis based on observations 
•  Predict the impact of particular 

interventions 
•  Design a drug therapy. 
•  Generate hypothesis regarding hitherto 

unknown aspects of a bio-process. 



Text Mining: two aspects 

•  Extract facts from text 
– Automatics Extraction 
– Collaborative development of databases 

•  Obtain more general knowledge from 
the text 



Extracting Facts from Text 
•  For example, some of the azole antifungals are 

inhibitors of both P450 enzymes and P-glycoprotein 
(Nivoix et al., 2008), whereas rifampicin is an inducer 
of both CYP3A4 and P-glycoprotein (Katragadda et 
al., 2005).   



Extracting more general 
knowledge from text 

•  While the importance of metabolism in many drug-drug 
interactions is beyond question, it has become increasingly 
apparent in recent years that inducers and inhibitors of some of 
the enzymes of drug metabolism can also affect drug 
transporter proteins.  

•  For example, some of the azole antifungals are inhibitors of both 
P450 enzymes and P-glycoprotein (Nivoix et al., 2008), whereas 
rifampicin is an inducer of both CYP3A4 and P-glycoprotein 
(Katragadda et al., 2005). (page 2)  

•  Hence, interaction can sometimes involve drug-metabolizing 
enzymes, drug transporters, or both.  



Extracting facts from text: 
protein-protein interactions 
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Yappie – Initial phrases 
•  >120,000 snippets that discuss PPI, such as 



Yappie - Phrase alignment 

DT PTN VB PRP ADJ PTN CC PTN 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PTN 0 0 4 0 0 0 4 0 4 

VB 0 0 0 7 6 0 0 2 0 

PRP 0 0 0 6 8 7 0 0 0 

PTN 0 0 4 5 6 5 11 5 4 
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Initial phrase 1:  DT  PTN  VB  PRP  ADJ  PTN  CC  PTN 
Initial phrase 2:        PTN  VB  PRP     -     PTN 



Yappie – Multiple phrase alignment 
Initial phrases: 

protein strongly binds to protein 

protein interacts with the protein 

protein never binds to protein 

protein regulates the protein 

protein inhibits a protein 

Consensus pattern: 

PROTEIN {strongly,never} {binds, .., ..} {to, with} {the, a} PROTEIN 

would exactly match the sentence (part): 

protein binds to the protein 



Performance: PPI extraction 
•  #4 system in BioCreative 2 for protein-protein 

interactions (2007) 
•  f-measure of 24%, respectively (1st: 30%) 
•  20 participants 

•  #1 system for PPIs in BioCreative II.5 (2009) 
•  30% f-score (2nd: 23%) 
•  15 participants 
•  >100 submissions overall (multiple configurations per 

participating team allowed) 

•  Main Person leading this at ASU: Joerg Hakenberg 



BioCreative II.5   challenge 
•  Participated 2 of 3 tasks 

–  INT: Interactor normalization task (1st ) 
–  IPT: Interaction pair task (1st ) 

•  http://www.biocreative.org/news/chapter/
biocreative-ii5/ 

•  Main person in our group on this: Joerg 
Hakenberg 



SNPshot of PubMed 



SNPshot:  Aim 
•  collect information on genes regarding 

–  genetic variants / mutations / alleles, 
–  associations with diseases, 
–  drug interactions (transport, metabolism; activation, 

inhibition), 
–  allele frequencies and populations 

•  large-scale, fully automated 
•  from Medline abstracts 
•  link to evidence and cross-link to other databases 

for validation and further information 



Entities      &      relations 
•  genes & proteins 
•  drugs 
•  diseases 
•  genetic variants / mutations 
•  SNPs / alleles / haplotypes 
•  populations & frequencies 
•  MutationFinder [CBR+07], 700 regular 

expressions; added 100 more 
•  BANNER [LG08@PSB] 



Normalization 
•  map genes, drugs, diseases to database 

identifiers (EntrezGene, Uniprot; PharmGKB, 
DrugBank; UMLS) 

•  canonical form for variants (HGVS: c.76A>T) 
•  map SNPs to RefSNP/dbSNP 
•  populations to canonical form 
•  plain dictionary matching for drugs & 

diseases 
•  GNAT for genes & proteins   [HPL+08] 
•  heuristics for all others 



Data sets 
•  PubMed abstracts 
•  PharmGKB: 3614 referenced PubMed 

citations 
•  40 VIP PGx genes from PharmGKB 
•  expanded using PubMed’s “Related 

Articles” functionality ➠ 26,000 
additional abstracts 

•  PubMed query ➠ 30,000 abstracts 
•  around 58,000 abstracts 



Relationship extraction 
•  mostly simple heuristics 
•  sentence-level co-occurrence + 

keywords (for different kinds of 
relations:                     [CKY+08] ) 



Generalizing text extraction: 
Querying Parse Trees  



Motivation 
•  Traditional information extraction technique 

works as a pipeline 
–  Perform grammar parsing, named entity identifier, 

named entity recognizer, normalization, extraction 
•  Information extraction is seen as a one-time 

process 
•  Common issues in the development of extraction 

system 
–  What if we change our extraction goals? 

•  e.g. extract gene-disease associations rather than protein-
protein interactions 

–  What if we have an improved NER system? 
–  Which of the extraction patterns work well? 



•  Information extraction should not be seen as 
a pipeline or one-time process 

•  With the pipeline approach, need to re-extract 
from the entire text collection 
–  Computationally expensive! 

•  But change of extraction goals or 
improvement of components does not affect 
the entire text collection 
–  if we extract gene-disease associations, only need 

to extract from sentences that have gene and 
disease mentions 

–  if we deploy a new NER, only sentences that are 
newly tagged are needed to perform re-extraction 

Motivation 



What’s needed for extraction? 
•  To minimize reprocessing, we need to store 

parse trees and semantic information 
– a database is ideal to store information that we 

need to perform extraction 
•  Extraction should be seen as generic 
•  Can we use database queries as information 

extraction? 
– Hard to express syntactic patterns with SQL 
– We need a new query language for extraction, 

called parse tree query language (PTQL) 



Parse trees 
•  Stores dependency linkages and constituent 

trees 
•  Linkage: shows the dependencies between 

words in a sentence 
  S:	  connects	  subject-‐noun	  
  E:	  verb-‐modifying	  adverbs	  	  
  O:	  transi8ve	  verbs	  to	  direct	  or	  

indirect	  objects 
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Parse Tree Database 
•  Represents a document with 

its sentences and parse trees 
in a hierarchy 

•  Uses a labeling scheme 
•  Certain important properties: 
•  Given a parse tree, for any pair of 

nodes q and p, 

• q	  is	  a	  child	  of	  p	  iff	  q.pid	  =	  p.id	  
• q	  is	  a	  descendant	  of	  p	  iff	  q.leR	  ≥	  p.leR,	  q.right	  ≤	  p.right	  and	  q.depth	  
>	  p.depth	  

• q	  immediately	  follows	  p	  iff	  the	  leR	  most	  child	  of	  q	  immediately	  
follows	  the	  right	  most	  child	  of	  p,	  i.e.,	  q.leR	  =	  p.right	  

• q	  follows	  p	  iff	  q.le&	  ≥	  p.right	  



PTQL query syntax 

•  A PTQL query has 4 components in this format 
–  tree pattern : link condition : proximity condition : return 

expression 
•  Tree pattern 

–  X{...Y...}: Y is a node in the subtree with X as the root 
–  /: parent/child relation in the constituent tree 
–  //: ancestor/descendant relation in the constituent tree 
•  Example: //S{//N[tag=‘P’]->/VP{/V[tag=‘I’]->//N[tag=‘P’]}} 

VP 
S 

V N 
O 

N 
S tag=P tag=P tag=I 



Other applications of PTQL 

•  Feature extraction 
–  Find all MeSH terms and their frequencies among documents that 

contain recognized gene names. 
•  //DOC(x) { //?[tag=’GENE’] } : : : count(x.mesh), x.mesh 

•  Normalize gene names 
–  Find articles x of some author in which gene y is mentioned. 

•  //DOC(x)[author='John Smith']{//?[tag='GENE'](y)}::: distinct x.value, y.value 
•  Normalize gene names to species 

–  Find gene-species relations based on some grammatical patterns, 
such as gene and species occurring in the same noun phrase. 
•  //S{//NP{//N[value='human']=>//?[tag='GENE'](x)}} ::: x.value 

•  Boosting recall for gene name recognizer 
–  Suppose “p53” has been tagged as a gene name in some 

documents, find “p53” such that “p53” is not tagged as a gene 
name. 
•  //DOC(x){//STN(y){//?[tag!='GENE' and value='p53']}}::: x.value, y.value 



IR+PTQL 

•  Can we have a system/language that utilizes 
syntactic dependencies for IR and IE tasks? 

•  Our solution: integrate IR and a parse tree 
database with a query language called IR+PTQL 
▫  database stores parse trees (with syntactic 

dependencies) 
▫  allows IR and parse tree database (PTQL) to work 

independent of each other 
•  Goals: Flexible use of IR and database 
▫  application-independent 
▫  keep both subsystems (IR and parse tree database) 

“untouched” with the use of a middleware 
▫  utilize syntactic dependencies in IR 
▫  improve efficiency for information extraction (IE) 



IR+PTQL by example 

1.  Retrieve documents using the IR query 
(subquery 1) 

2.  Among the documents retrieved by subquery 1, 
find values of w1, x and y that satisfy the 
syntactic pattern 

3.  Using the values from subquery 2, form IR 
query in subquery 3 by enhancing subquery 1  

1	  

2	   3	  



Examples of applications:  
building pathways 



Building pathways 
•  An important part of understanding or 

reverse-engineering biological phenomena 
(disease, phenotype, etc.) 

•  Connecting the dots !!! 
•  Building pathways involves 

– Connecting the dots, where the dots are 
•  Biological data (such as interactions) 

– But an equally important aspect is 
•  Biological Knowledge and  
•  Reasoning with that knowledge  



More examples:  
studying drug-drug interactions 



Importance	  of	  studying	  drug-‐drug	  
interac5ons	  

 •  Drug design: Early assessment of a new 
compound’s potential interactions with other drugs 
can avoid costly investment in the drug discovery 
process.  

 
•  Drug prescription: For multi-drug prescription, 

pharmacokinetic interactions amongst co-
administrated drugs may alter the bioavailability of 
the drugs that can lead to life-threatening side 
effects for the patients. 



Looking beyond automatic 
extraction and manual curation 
of facts 



Main Issues 
•  Manual curation is expensive 
•  Automatic curation still has many errors 
•  What to do? 



Key Idea 
•  If lots of articles are being written then 

lot of people are writing them and lot of 
people are reading them. 

•  If only we could make these people (the 
authors and the readers) contribute to 
the curation effort … 

•  Especially the readers; the ones who 
need the curated data! 



Mass collaboration has 
worked in 

•  Wikipedia 
•  Project Gutenberg 
•  Netflix rating 
•  Amazon rating 
•  Etc. 



Mass collaborative curation: 
initial hurdles 

 
•  An average reader  

–  (S)he is not normally interested in filling a 
blank curation form. 

– We can not make an average reader go 
though curation training. 

– So it has to be very different from just 
making the existing curation tools available 
to the mass and expect them to contribute. 



Mass collaborative curation :  
key initial ideas 

•  Make it very easy:  
–  user need not remember where (which database, 

which web page) to put the curated knowledge. 
–  Curation opportunity should present itself 

seamlessly. 
•  Curation should not be a burden to an 

average user 
–  Make the curated knowledge “thin”. 

•  There should be immediate rewards 
–  Do not start with a blank slate. 







CBioC Summary  
•  Information/curation window pops up 

automatically. 
•  Automatic extraction is used as a boot strap so 

that no user is working on a blank slate. 
•  Users vote on correctness, make corrections, 

add fact. 
–  Suppose 60% precision and recall of automatic 

extraction system 
–  A person will have an easier time discarding 40% of 

wrongly extracted text than identifying 60% of correct 
entries and entering them! 

















Conclusion 
•  Relationship Extractions can be of big help in 

Science. 
–  We focused on molecular biology and 

pharmacology 

•  Applications 
– Semantic Search 
– Help in reasoning (prediction, explanation, 

design) 
– Discovery 
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